
THE HONG KONG UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGYDepartment of Computer SieneCOMP171: Data Strutures and AlgorithmsFall 2004Final ExaminationDr. Qiang YangDate: Tuesday, Deember 14, 2004Time: 8:30{11:30amVenue: LG4204Please follow the leture notes for all algorithms when they are di�erent from the textbook.Your answers will be graded aording to orretness, eÆieny, preision and larity.This is a losed book examination. Please put aside your ellphones, PDAs, et.This exam has 9 questions, for a total of 155 points, and 22 pages, please hek it.Answer the questions in the spaes provided on the question sheets. If you run out ofroom for an answer, ontinue on the bak of the page.Name and setion:Student ID:Email address:I did not heat in this examination (Signature):Question Points Sore1 152 103 104 205 106 357 108 259 20Total: 155Page 1 of 22 Please go on to the next page. . .



COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20041. Complexity (15 points)Give a tightest possible bound for the Big-Oh runtime omplexity of eah of thefollowing C ode fragments in terms of the value of the (input) parameter n.Variables are all of type int unless otherwise stated.Results without derivations do not reeive any points.(a) (5 points) .1 sum = 0;2 for ( i = 0; i < n; i += 2 ) {3 for ( j = n * n; j > 4; j-- ) {4 sum++;5 }6 }Solution:O(1) +O(1)� (# of times line 4 is exeuted)= O(1) +O(1) � ((n2 � 4) � (n=2))= O(n3)ORT (n) �= Pn=2i=1 n2 � 4 = n3=2� 2n = O(n3)(b) (5 points) .0 // delta and x are float, not int1 x = n;2 delta = 1 / n;3 while ( x > 0 )4 x = x - delta;Solution:O(1) +O(1)� (# of times line 4 is exeuted)= O(1) +O(1) � (n=delta = n=(1=n) = n2)= O(n2)
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004() (5 points) (Hint: The omplexity of toosimple(n) is T (n).)1 int toosimple( int i ) {2 if ( i < 1 )3 return 1;4 else5 return toosimple( i - 2 );6 }Solution:T (0) = T (n)= T (n� 2) + 1= T (n� 4) + 1 + 1= T (n� 6) + 1 + 1 + 1...= T (n� i) + i=2So let n� i = 0 then i = nsuh that T (n) = T (0) + n=2= O(n)
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20042. Multiple Choie (10 points)Eah question in this setion is worth 2 points, it has exatly one orret answer andyou are not penalized for inorret answers. Write learly. If we annot understandyour hoie, you will reeive no redit.(a) (2 points) Let S be a nonempty stak. Suppose an item is �rst popped, andthen pushed bak to S, resulting in S1. Is always S1 = S (true or false)?A. True B. FalseSolution: True(b) (2 points) Let Q be a nonempty �rst-in-�rst-out (FIFO) queue. Suppose anitem is �rst dequeued (removed), and then enqueued (inserted) into the queueQ, resulting in Q1. Is always Q1 = Q (true or false)?A. True B. FalseSolution: False() (2 points) The best ase performane of merge sort is:A. O(n2) B. O(n logn) C. O(n) D. O(n2 logn)Solution: O(n logn)(d) (2 points) Whih of the following sorting algorithms has the highest spae re-quirements?A. Quik Sort B. Bubble Sort C. Merge Sort D. all are the sameSolution: Merge Sort, 2n(e) (2 points) True or False? For a graph G and a node v in that graph, the DFSand BFS trees of G rooted at v always ontain the same number of edges.A. True B. FalseSolution: True
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20043. AVL Trees (10 points)Given is a omplete binary tree with 3 levels. The root ontains 'd'. The �rst levelnodes (from left to right) arry 'b' and 'f'. The leaf nodes (from left to right) showthe data 'a', '', 'e', and 'g'.The keys in the tree always follow lexiographial (= alphabetial) order.Draw the sequene of AVL trees that results when the following items are added tothe above AVL tree in the order shown:'p', 'o', 'n', and 'm'.Draw this sequene inluding all before and after trees. Draw also a �gure imme-diately after an item has been inserted, and no rotation has been done yet. In aseof double rotations, you an draw a single piture to show the AVL tree after thedouble rotation.After eah rotation there must be a separate �gure with a aption to explain it.(a) (2 points) Insert(p):Solution: Weiss, page 149. Numbers represent letters (a=1, b=2, . . . ).Insert(16)(b) (3 points) Insert(o):Solution: Weiss, page 149.Insert(15)
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004() (3 points) Insert(n):Solution: Weiss, page 150.Insert(14)(d) (2 points) Insert(m):Solution: Weiss, page 150.Insert(13)
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20044. B+ Trees (20 points)Construt a B+ tree with branhing fator M = 3. Eah leaf an ontain up to Ldata items, where L = M .(a) (5 points) Draw the B+ tree after insertion of 2, 9, 3, 8, 6, and 7 (in this givenorder).Solution:root: 6 8| | |V V Vleaves: 2|3 6|7 8|9
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004You may use a alulator to doublehek your alulations. But you must show allderivations to get full marks.(b) (5 points) We have 1,000,000,000 reords that we wish to store in a B+-treewhere the branhing fator M and leaf node size L are equal. We wish to limiteah lookup to no more than 3 disk aesses. We also wish to leave maximumroom for future insertion, in order to avoid node splits.What is M?Solution: (M2 )2 = 100;000;000M=2) (M2 )3 = 100; 000; 000) M2 = 1000 )M = 2000Unforutnately there was a typo in the exam:100,000,000 instead of 1,000,000,000.Anyway, most of the students orreted it unonsiously, and others usedthe alulator ..Both versions are aepted.Now assume a branhing fator M = 10. And assume that we need 10,000 nodes inthe tree at the leaf level. We drop the requirement that we want to leave maximumroom for future insertion.() (5 points) How many levels does the tree have?Solution: Let n the number of leaf nodes. Number of levels isdlogM ne + 1 = dlog10 10; 000e+ 1= 4 + 1 = 5(d) (5 points) For eah level of the tree, how many nodes are at the level?Solution: level Number of nodes5 (leaf) 10; 0004 d10; 000=10e = 1; 0003 d1; 000=10e = 1002 d100=10e = 101 (root) d10=10e = 1
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20045. Hashing (10 points)Consider an insertion of they key x = 222 into the hash table shown in the �gure. Forboth of the following probing methods, alulate and indiate the sequene of tableentries that would be probed, and the �nal loation of insertion for the key. Thehash funtion is h(y) = y mod 10 so for the key x = 222 we have h(x) = 2 mod 10.(In both ases start with the same initial table, an example alulation is given atindex 2.) 012 1523 5345 756 1367 2789 999(a) (5 points) Linear probing.012 152 h(222) = 2 (mod 10). (example alulation)3 5345 756 1367 2789 999Solution:012 152 h(222) = 2 (mod 10). (example alulation)3 53 h1(222) = h(222) + f(1)(mod10) = 2 + 1(mod10) = 3(mod10).4 222 h2(222) = h(222) + f(2)(mod10) = 2 + 2(mod10) = 4(mod10).5 756 1367 2789 999(b) (5 points) Quadrati probing
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004012 152 h(222) = 2 (mod 10). (example alulation)3 5345 756 1367 2789 999Solution:01 222 h3(222) = h(222) + f(3)(mod10) = 2 + 9(mod10) = 1(mod10).2 152 h(222) = 2 (mod 10). (example alulation)3 53 h1(222) = h(222) + f(1)(mod10) = 2 + 1(mod10) = 3(mod10).45 756 136 h2(222) = h(222) + f(2)(mod10) = 2 + 4(mod10) = 6(mod10).7 2789 999
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20046. Sorting (35 points)(a) (10 points) Give a tightest possible bound for the Big-Oh worst ase runtimeomplexity of the following sorting algorithms in terms of the value of the inputparameter n. Algorithm Running TimeBubbleSortInsertionSortMergeSortHeapSortQuikSortSolution: Algorithm Running TimeBubbleSort O(n2)InsertionSort O(n2)MergeSort O(nlogn)HeapSort O(n logn)QuikSort O(n2)
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004(b) (5 points) Assume that in a Quiksort implementation, the pivot is always se-leted as the left most element of the array.Under whih onditions does the worst ase for Quiksort appear?Show the omplete mathematial worst ase analysis.Solution: Weiss, page 277.
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004Assume we have an unsorted list of n numbers. We must store the numbers in anarray of size n.() (5 points) Propose an O(logn) searh algorithm to aess any key k.Hint: You an use an O(n logn) algorithm one to rearrange the numbers.Solution: Binary Searh, after sorting the numbers.(d) (5 points) Analyze the time omplexity of your searh algorithm.Show that its worse ase running time is bounded by O(logn).Solution: Analysis of Binary Searh (leture notes).
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004(e) (5 points) Given two sets A and B of n integers, determine if A is equal to B.Can you do this in O(n logn) time?Solution: Heapsort A and B and ompare the sorted lists sequentially.(f) (5 points) BONUS questionLet A = a1; a2; :::; an and B = b1; b2; :::; bn be two lists of n integers, x anotherinteger.Write an eÆient algorithm to deide if x = ai + bj for some i and j.Sure you an do it in O(n2) time. But an you do it in O(n logn) time?Solution: De�ne another list B0 = x� b1; x� b2; :::; x� bn. Sort both A andB0, and then ompare sequentially.
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20047. Heaps (10 points)Suppose that we run heap sort on A = [10; 9; : : : ; 2; 1℄.In the beginning the array looks like:keys 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10(We start from position 1 in the array).(a) What is the instane of A after build-MIN-heap applied to A?Fill in the array that represents the heap.(You may additionally draw the min heap to get a better piture for yourself.But this is not suÆient to get marks for this question.)i. (2 points) perolateDown(index 5):keysindex 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Solution: keys 10 9 8 7 1 5 4 3 2 6index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10ii. (3 points) after perolateDown(index 4), perolateDown(index 3), pero-lateDown(index 2), and perolateDown(index 1):keysindex 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Solution: keys 1 2 4 3 6 5 8 10 7 9index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10(b) (4 points) Now we want to sort the numbers in dereasing order.What is the instane of A after the �rst iteration of the loop of the heap sortalgorithm? keysindex 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Solution: keys 2 3 4 7 6 5 8 10 9 1index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10() (1 point) What is the instane of A after the 9th iteration of the loop of theheap sort algorithm?keysindex 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Page 15 of 22 Please go on to the next page. . .



COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004Solution: Sorted in dereasing order.keys 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20048. Graph Algorithms (25 points)Consider the following undireted graph.
D

E

B

A

C

F(a) (5 points) Draw a DFS tree for the graph starting at node A. (If several nodesan be hosen at some step of the DFS, pik the vertex that is alphabetially�rst.)Solution: A - B - C - F - D - E(b) (5 points) Draw a BFS tree for the graph starting at node A. (If several nodesan be hosen at some step of the BFS, pik the vertex that is alphabetially�rst.)Solution:A/|\B C D| |E F
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004Use only the graph algorithms learned in lass to design new algorithms (here you donot have to explain how the algorithms learned in lass work and you an just referto them as subroutines).() (5 points) Using BFS as a subroutine, alulate the number of maximally on-neted omponents in an undireted graph.Solution:ounter=0;For v=1..n, do {if (flag(v)=F) BFS(v); ounter++}
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004(d) (5 points) Modify the BFS algorithm to hek if a yle exists in a diretedgraph that goes through a given node s.Figure 1: Example Graph with yle through s = 6.
9

3

1

47 2

8 6

Solution: we an hek, in a breadth �rst manner, whether a path existsbak to s.
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004(e) (5 points) Modify the DFS algorithm so that, when applied to binary trees, itgives a post order traversal of the tree.Solution: Usual implementation.
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 20049. Topologial Sort (20 points)Consider the following graph.
9

6 3

1

47 2

8

(a) (6 points) What is the topologial sort of the above graph if the depth-�rstsearh is started at node 1 and neighbors are visited in numerial order?Solution: 1 - 3 - 2 - 6 - 4 - 8 - 7 - 9(b) (2 points) Give an example of a DAG G with at least four verties that has aunique topologial sort.Solution:A -> B -> C -> D() (2 points) Give an example of a DAG G with at least four verties in whihevery permutation of the verties is a topologial sort.Solution: Four single nodes, no edges: A B C D.A omplete graph with bidireted ars is NOT ayli.
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COMP171 Final Examination Fall 2004(d) (10 points) Let S be an empty stak initially. Modify the DFS algorithm toreturn the stak suh that when all elements are popped, it gives a topologialsort of the verties in a DAG.Call this proedure topsort(v: vertex, var S: stak).You an use an array flag, where flag[v℄ = T means that vertex v has beenvisited.S has two operations: S.push(v) and S.pop().Solution: (see leture notes.)proedure topsort (v: vertex, var S: stak) {// S passed by referenevar w: vertexflag[v℄=T;for eah neighbor w of v, doif (! flag[w℄) thentopsort(w, S);S.push(v);}
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